Colm makes excellent use of continuous assessment and online quizzes to assess his students. There is regularly a number of relevant quizzes on Moodle for students to see where they stand on a certain subject, he uses quizzes to see what the standard is like and adapts his methods and approach accordingly. Before we move on to a new subject, Colm does oral quizzes with the whole class to see if we know what he has taught and on the rare occasion that we don't he will supply the necessary resources to give us the opportunity to come up to standard. His feedback is always concise and relevant and we get feedback for every assignment that we do. He is always open to and encouraging of student input and regularly makes changes based on student feedback. His assignments are always different and interesting, we're never asked to write about something uninspiring or tedious. We're invited to write about things that we enjoy and this helps our learning process. He uses different methods to ensure the best possible learning environment, including giving the resources to educate and help each other while still learning.